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About This Game

Blockade War Stories is a new representation of the Great Patriotic War from the creators of Blockade3D. This is a kind of pen
test in the niche of single-player games.

The game features several stories based on the key battles of that long-standing war.
The player will take part in the defense of Moscow as an ordinary Red Army, just arrived at the front and faced with all the

horrors of war.
Wading through the catacombs of occupied Stalingrad under the guns of enemy snipers.

Take part in a large-scale tank battle on the outskirts of Kursk.
Under cover of night, conduct a sabotage behind enemy lines to stop supplies to the front.

Make the last decisive breakthrough to Victory in the heart of the enemy invaders - the city of Berlin!

New heroes, new adventures, dangerous tasks, crowds of enemies and a unique atmosphere - all this is Blockade War Stories!
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Title: BLOCKADE War Stories
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Novalink
Publisher:
Novalink
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8.1,10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700 2400 МГц

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 650 Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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Really Fun, but pretty short FPS. Guns feel satisfying to use, mission objectives are varied and fun, and there's even some boss
battles in the mix.

Graphics:
Solid, but one complaint I do have is that the game looks a bit too grainy and sharp for my liking.

Sound:
Decent, guns are pretty satisfying to hear for the most part, and even though there is a lack of hitmarkers visually, there is still
an audio cue that plays when you hit your enemy, so you are almost never confused whether or not you are hitting your target.
Sometimes this sound plays when teammates are being shot or shooting an enemy so it can sometimes be a bit confusing, but it's
a super minor gripe. Music for the most part is really solid, although I didn't think the music that went with the last mission was
very fitting (Minor gripe). Overall good sound.

Gameplay:
For the most part it is really solid. Like I said earlier guns are really satisfying to use and there's a decent amount to try out. I
just wish ammo for the less common weapons showed up a bit more. The game does have a bit of an issue with difficulty.
Sometimes the game is pretty easy, other times it is really hard, basically any time a tank is involved the difficulty takes a bit of
a spike. Another thing is that the game is pretty short. It only took me about an hour to get through the game. The ending
however was pretty satisfying, although the screenshots kinda spoil it. While it is short it is really fun still, besides those tank
related objectives.

Overall I would recommend the game, just be cautious of some of its issues.

6.5\/10. I can't recommend it in it's current state.

Pros:
-Nice dark atmosphere (if you like that)
-The art style is interesting.

Cons:
-Lots of unfair situations, where you just get slaughtered. Pretty hard difficulty overall, even on "easy".
-Mass attacking of enemy soldiers without pause in most levels (some may like it, e.g. "Call of Duty" fans - i do not)
-Absolutely linear. You're practically walking through tubes most of the time.
-Bugs (Weapons cannot be picked up anymore or they disappear from the inventory, player gets stuck in objects, panzer
artillery in the 1st map hits the player everytime - no matter what)
-No instand kill headshots possible with most weapons. Enemies are taking 2-3 hits in the head.
-Friendly soldiers tend to run into players line of sight while shooting.
-Not very detailed and very bland environments.
-Very short. Felt more like a long demo than a full game.

All in all i was more annoyed than i had fun, so this is a thumbs down for me.
If you're still eager to buy it for some reason, i would recommend to wait until it's priced 5 $\/\u20ac or less.
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